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摘  要 
 I
摘   要 
郁达夫是中国现代作家研究历史上 复杂、 难以言说的一位作家，他被称
为“颓废派”，但同时也写出许多正义的振聋发聩的批判檄文， 后还以自己的



































Yu Dafu the so called ‘the Decadent’ , is one of the most complicated authors in 
the study of Chinese contemporary writer. However, at the same time, he delivered 
many sensational,righteous and critical articles. He also supplied a solemn and stirring 
paper to the revolutionary cause with his blood and life at last. On 18th Mar 1926, Yu 
Dafu followed Guo Moruo and Wang Duqing departed from Shanghai to Guangzhou 
for teaching, in the purpose of persuiting revolutionary cause. However, he came back 
to Shanghai shortly in the December of 1926. From January he started to write 
Guangzhou Story and become to uncover the dark side of Guangzhou society and the 
corrupt government, which arose big dispution. 
The first part of his paper is summary, which generally retrospects the study of 
Guangzhou trip in academical perspective. And also the first part points out the 
insufficiency of those studies,which alost in moral and social-rank perspective and 
ignored the achievements of Yu’s Guangzhou trip. The second part probes into the fact 
and the deeper reason of his Guangzhou trip thoroughly from the perspective of 
socioeconomy, cultrue and psycology. And concludes three reasons,which comes to the 
attraction of revolution, the pressure of life and the selr-exile. The third part part is to 
discuss how the Guangzhou trip infulence Yu’s psycology and analyze the reason why he 
changed from decadent to be active. The reasons are the infulence of revolution, the 
inspiration from the parterners of Chuangzao association,and the anxiety of career of a 
middle-aged. The fourth part is to discuss Yu’s influence to the young literators of 
Guangzhou, such as Gao Hongyan particularly, and analyze how Yu infulenced Gao’s 
literary outputs. At the same time, points out the reason why Yu became popular in Great 
Revolution era was that the revolutionary youths in the bewilederment of revolution and 
the reality. The fifth studied Yu Dafu’s multipurposes of writing Guangzhou Story and his 
revolution cause. Mainly probes into the reality of Guangzhou revolution to analyze the 
reason why he became dissapointed, and points out Yu’s revolutionary cause was 
infulenced by Western Democratism, Anarchism and Marxism. 
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第二章  郁达夫南下广州教书的原因分析 
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